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Abstract: Fused silica optics are key components to manipulate high energy Inertial Confinement
Fusion (ICF) laser beams but their optical properties can be degraded by laser-induced damage.
The detection of laser damage sites is of major importance. The challenge is to monitor damage
initiation and growth at sub-pixel scale with highly sensitive measurements. The damage diameter
is a widely used indicator to quantify damage growth but its accuracy is strongly dependent on
the available image resolution. More recently, it was shown that registration residual maps (i.e.,
gray level differences between two registered images) could also be used to monitor laser-induced
damage. In this paper, the performance of both indicators are compared to detect laser damage
initiation and growth at high and low image resolutions thanks to a highly instrumented laser
setup. The results prove that registration residual maps are more efficient to detect sub-pixel
laser damage growth than diameter measurements at a given image resolution. The registration
residual maps are therefore a powerful indicator for monitoring laser-induced damage initiation
and growth at sub-pixel scale either for laser damage metrology setups, for high energy laser
facilities, or other situations where damage is suspected to occur. The accuracy of (laser-induced)
damage laws may also be improved thanks to this tool.

© 2021 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

The optics of high energy Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) laser facilities suffer from laser-
induced damage. Once a damage site initiates, it grows after each ultraviolet laser shot since
the ultraviolet energy is greater than the growth threshold [1]. Due to the presence of damage
sites on final fused silica components, the available laser energy is limited for each experiment.
Some techniques have been developed to limit damage growth such as locally reducing the laser
energy under the growth threshold by shadowing [2] or using CO2 laser optics mitigation [3,4].
However, optics mitigation at the Laser MegaJoule (LMJ) facility is effective only if the damage
site diameter is less than 700 µm, and if early damage growth is measurable. Hence, the objective
is to detect laser damage sites before they reach sizes of about 100 µm [2,5]. This physical size
represents about one pixel for observation systems of high energy laser installations such as Final
Optics Damage Inspection (FODI) at the National Ignition Facility (NIF) [6] and ShenGuang-III
(SG-III) [7], or the Chamber Center Diagnostic Module (MDCC [2,8]) of the LMJ facility [8].
Consequently, sub-pixel damage detection is needed on such final optics. The observed final
optics at NIF are the vacuum windows, the second and third harmonic generator crystals, the
final focusing lens and the main debris shield [6] whereas only the vacuum windows and the
focusing gratings are observed at LMJ [2].
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In order to monitor laser damage, different methods have been developed to detect its growth
as soon as possible without removing the component. It was proposed to detect potential damage
sites using an algorithm based on the analysis of the Local Area Signal-to-Noise Ratio (LASNR)
for each pixel of each image [9]. This algorithm is widely used at NIF and LMJ to detect damage
sites on final optics. An algorithm based on local area signal strength and 2D histogram was then
applied to damage detection [10]. These algorithms are deemed efficient for early detection of
damage sites. NIF announced the detection of sites whose diameter was at least 30 µm, which
is three tenth of the resolution of FODI images by using the integrated signal captured from a
laser-induced damage site to calculate the area and size of small sites [6].

However, due to apparent motions and lighting and background variations from one image to
another, it is difficult to perform an efficient metrology of damage growth. These fluctuations
modify the gray levels (i.e., image intensity) of each pixel between successive acquisitions.
Before any image correction, the registration residual map, which is the gray level difference
between a reference image and an image of the same optics acquired after some laser shots, is a
function of apparent motions, lighting and background variations, damage growth and acquisition
noise. A method to correct for motions as well as lighting and background variations was recently
developed [8]. The corrections, which consist in spatial image registrations based on Digital
Image Correlation principles [11] coupled with brightness and contrast corrections [12], make it
possible to compare gray level variations of each pixel from one image to another. This technique
is widely used in solid mechanics in order to monitor mechanical tests [11,13,14], to extract
useful data for damage detection and quantification [15,16]. In the present case, the first step
is the measurement of the displacement field between a reference image and a set of images
acquired after each laser shot. The second step consists in correcting for low order gray level
variations that are due to lighting and background variations. After these corrections are carried
out, the registration residual map becomes a function of damage growth and acquisition noise
only. Pixels in the registration residual map that have higher gray levels than the noise level may
be attributed to damage initiation or growth. This method may enable for earlier detection of
potential damage sites than using the so-called LASNR algorithm.

The first aim of this paper is to demonstrate the effectiveness of image registration with
sub-pixel resolution performing registrations on images typical of final optics. The second
objective is to estimate the smallest damage diameter variation that is noticeable and detectable on
images with a 100 µm/pixel resolution via two indicators: the measured diameter of a damage site
and the registration residual map. It is proposed to use high resolution images (i.e., 6.5 µm/pixel)
of a fused silica component that can be down-sampled to obtain similar low resolution images
(i.e., 100 µm/pixel) of optics acquired at LMJ, NIF and SG-III. These high resolution images
were acquired on a highly instrumented experimental laser setup (i.e., MELBA [17–21]) designed
to reproduce LMJ conditions of laser shots at the wavelength of 351 nm followed by image
acquisitions.

The MELBA setup is described in Section 2. The noise level was estimated with and without
displacements between acquisitions at high and low resolutions in Section 3. Sample and camera
motions were applied in order to validate the registration algorithm based on digital image
correlation principles on high and low resolution images (Section 4). Laser damage sites were
initiated on the sample to estimate the smallest damage site visible at both resolutions (Section
5.1). One hundred laser shots were used to grow initiated laser damage sites. Detection thresholds
of damage growth were then estimated at both resolutions in Section 5.2. The present paper is
based on LMJ-like data but it is believed that the advantages of the method are valid for detecting
and monitoring laser damage growth for laser damage metrology setup, for high energy laser
facilities with needs of sub-pixel resolution, and possibly other configurations in which damage
is suspected to occur.
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2. Experimental setup

At the LMJ facility, images of optics are acquired by a camera, with the so-called MDCC system
[2,8], after each laser shot. The observation system is composed of two green LEDs placed near
one edge of a vacuum window. Lighting provided by LEDs enters into the optics and illuminates
rear and front sides of the component. Laser damage sites scatter light. A part of the scattered
light from damage is collected by the MDCC camera focused on the front side of the vacuum
window. A vacuum window is a 40 cm × 40 cm fused silica optics with 34 mm thickness. The
MDCC setup is shown in Fig. 1(a). The operating sequence is composed of three parts:

• The 35 cm × 35 cm ultraviolet nanosecond laser beam irradiates the vacuum window with
fluences ranging from 1 to 8 J/cm2. At these fluences, damage initiation and growth may
occur [1].

• The MDCC module is placed at the center of the experiment chamber and oriented toward
the vacuum window. The lighting system is switched on. Laser damage sites are visible.
Images of the optics are acquired at 100 µm/pixel resolution.

• The lighting system is switched off. Background images are acquired and subtracted from
images of the optics. The MDCC module is removed from the experiment chamber.

Fig. 1. (a) MDCC image acquisition setup at LMJ with the path of the laser beam shown
in purple dash-dotted line. (b) MELBA experimental setup with the spatial shape of two
available nanosecond ultraviolet laser beams.
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The characterization optical (MELBA) setup has been widely used to study laser damage
initiation and growth in order to understand and quantify laser-induced damage as functions of
laser parameters [18,20,21]. This highly instrumented setup was used herein to reproduce the
MDCC operating sequence but with high resolution images (i.e., 6.5 µm/pixel). MELBA is
composed of a lighting system integrated to the sample holder, a high resolution camera that
can be translated, and a nanosecond ultraviolet laser beam (Fig. 1(b)). The sample used for this
experiment is a 10 cm × 10 cm fused silica component with 34 mm thickness.

Table 1 compares the characteristics of the MDCC acquisition setup with those obtained with
the MELBA setup. Both setups provide dark field images of a fused silica component. The
MELBA camera can be moved horizontally. The position of the focal plane can also be adjusted.
The sample holder allows for the following displacements: translations (vertical and horizontal
directions), and rotation about the vertical axis. The spatial resolution of the MELBA camera
is 15 times higher than that of the MDCC camera. This high resolution allows damage site
diameters to be assessed very accurately.

Table 1. Characteristics of MDCC and MELBA setups.

Set-up MDCC MELBA

Lighting system 2 green LEDs 4 LED bars

Camera definition 4096 × 4096 pixels 1392 × 1040 pixels

Pixel depth 16 bits 8 bits

Image resolution 100 µm/pixel 6.5 µm/pixel

Imaged area 409 mm × 409 mm 9 mm × 6.8 mm

In order to make LMJ vacuum window image registration possible, four fiducials were laser
etched on each corner of the optics (in green boxes in Fig. 2(a)). These fiducials are craters made
by ablation with a CO2 laser on the front face of the optics. They are used by the registration
algorithm to perform displacement corrections between successive image acquisitions [8]. To
mimic fiducials on the MELBA silica sample, laser damage sites were initiated in each corner of
the imaged area (Fig. 2(b)). Four different patterns make it possible to distinguish each corner of
the image. The intensity of the lighting system and the camera exposure time were chosen so that
the markers did not saturate the sensor. These markers have a similar purpose as the random
black and white speckle (Fig. 2(c)) widely used in digital image correlation [11].

Two properties of the areas used for image registration purposes are summarized in Table 2.
The mean image contrast is defined by√︂

⟨∥∇∇∇I∥2
2 =

√︄
1

Npix

∑︂
x

∥∇∇∇I(x)∥2
2 , (1)

where Npix is the number of pixels in the region of interest, x the vector position of each
considered pixel, and ∥ • ∥2 the L2-norm. In digital image correlation, it was shown that the
standard displacement uncertainties are inversely proportional to the mean contrast [22]. Random
(speckle) patterns are “image correlation friendly” as they usually cover the whole region of
interest of the images to be registered, and provide high contrasts (Fig. 2(c)). On the contrary, the
areas used for spatial registrations of the optics images cover a much smaller part of the images,
and do not correspond to the analysis area for damage detection and quantification. They also
provide a lower contrast. The MELBA markers have similar properties as LMJ fiducials. The
effectiveness of sub-pixel registration for MDCC images was evaluated using MELBA images as
both configurations were similar. Despite these degraded situations, it will be shown that image
registration of such images was possible and effective (Section 4).
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Fig. 2. (a) MDCC vaccum window image with fiducials in green boxes. (b) MELBA image
of the silica sample with markers in green color inside red boxes. (c) Random black and
white pattern.

Table 2. Characteristics of areas and mean contrast used for image
registration purposes: random black and white pattern, MELBA markers

and LMJ fiducials (Fig. 2).

Random pattern MELBA markers LMJ fiducials

Image area (percentage) 100 % 15 % 1 %√︂
⟨∥∇∇∇I ∥2

2 (gray level/pixel) 28 2.8 6.9

In order to compare the effectiveness of measured diameters and registration residuals to detect
small damage growth at high and low image resolutions, nanosecond ultraviolet laser shots were
performed on the fused silica component using the MELBA setup. Two configurations were
used:

• Damage initiation configuration (in magenta in Fig. 3) – Before reaching the fused silica
sample, the laser beam traversed an optical component composed of 19 phase rings in a
hexagonal array that changes the fluence shape of the laser beam [19]. On the fused silica
plane, the laser beam featured intense spots where fluences were locally about 30 J/cm2.
At these fluences, the probability of damage initiation tends toward unity [1,21,23].

• Damage growth configuration (in blue in Fig. 3) – The fluence shape of the laser beam was
more uniform than in the previous configuration since phase rings were removed from the
laser path. The mean fluences ranged from 1 to 9 J/cm2 during the growth step. The growth
threshold fluence was measured at about 5 J/cm2 for a pulse duration of 4 ns [24]. The
damage growth threshold was overcome using the MELBA damage growth configuration.

In both configurations, the pulse duration was 4 ns.
The results that will be reported in Sections 3 and 4 were obtained with no laser shot. The

image of the fused silica sample contained only the registration markers. The results that will be
reported in Section 5.1 were obtained by initiating laser damage sites with 3 laser shots in the
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Fig. 3. Composite image depicting the observed area of the fused silica sample by the high
resolution camera. Initiated laser markers are displayed in light green. The area used for
image registration purposes is represented as green boxes. The damage initiation beam is
shown in magenta. The damage growth beam is shown in blue.

MELBA damage initiation configuration. The objective was to estimate the smallest damage
site detectable at 100 µm/pixel resolution. The results that will be reported in Section 5.2 were
obtained with one hundred laser shots in the damage growth configuration. The aim was to
estimate the ability of the indicators to detect damage growth.

3. Uncertainty quantification

Since the MDCC is removed from the experiment chamber before each laser shot, it was necessary
to quantify MELBA acquisition uncertainties with applied displacements between acquisitions. In
order to estimate the minimum reachable registration residual level in the MELBA configuration,
100 images were acquired with no laser shot; 20 among them with no applied displacement.
Consequently, the Root Mean Square (RMS) residual should be at the noise level if the positions
of the camera and the sample holder were perfectly stable. This acquisition sequence with no
displacement corresponds to images 0 to 19. Image 0 was considered as the reference. 80 images
were acquired after a prescribed displacement and automatic return to the reference position of the
camera between each acquisition. This second configuration with camera translations between
acquisitions mimics the acquisition process at LMJ. If the mechanical return were perfect, the
RMS residual should also be at the noise level. This sequence corresponds to images 20 to 99.

The image registration algorithm used herein is based on the gray level conservation hypothesis
[11]

I0(x) = It(x + u(x)), (2)

where I0 is the reference image, It the “deformed” image, x the pixel position, and u the
sought displacement vector between the reference and deformed configurations. The aim of the
registration procedure is to estimate the displacement field u(x) that minimizes, over the four
marker areas (green zones in Fig. 3), the L2 norm of the registration residual ρ defined as

ρ(x) = I0(x) − It(x + u(x)). (3)

The measured displacement field u is written as a linear combination of in-plane horizontal and
vertical translations, rotation about the optical axis and scaling. The four degrees of freedom
correspond to those of a similarity transformation, which is a particular case of homography
transformations [25]. The image registration procedure follows two steps.

• First, an initialization is used to coarsely estimate large displacements. A correlation
product in log-polar coordinates between the Fourier transforms of the reference image and
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a deformed image provides the rotation angle and the scaling factor [26]. The horizontal
and vertical translations are estimated using a correlation product in Cartesian coordinates.
This coarse displacement estimation ensures the convergence of the next step.

• Second, a registration residual minimization is performed to measure with sub-pixel
resolution the displacement amplitudes that minimize the L2-norm of the registration
residual over the fiducial/marker areas. This minimization follows an iterative scheme
where a linear system is solved at each iteration. After each iteration, a new picture of
the corrected image is generated by using the current estimation of the displacement field.
Thanks to gray level interpolation schemes, sub-pixel resolutions are achieved [22]. The
iterative procedure ends when the norm of the displacement amplitude corrections become
less than 10−3 pixel in the present case. At convergence, a registered image It(x + u(x)) is
obtained.

More details on the implemented image registration algorithm can be found in Refs. [8,27]. This
registration algorithm was chosen because it provided sub-pixel resolution on the displacement
field estimation. In the present case, neither brightness nor contrast corrections were performed.

The image registration algorithm was applied to the whole image set described above. RMS
residuals without any correction (i.e., ρ(x) = I0(x) − It(x)) and after image registration (i.e.,
ρ(x) = I0(x) − It(x + u(x))) are shown as functions of image number in Fig. 4(a). The initial
residual between images 0 to 19 was about 0.1 % of the dynamic range of the reference picture.

Fig. 4. Measurement results for the image set at high resolution (6.5 µm/pixel) to estimate
uncertainties. (a) RMS residual between the reference image 0 and all images of the set
before correction and after image registration. Measured translations (b), rotations (c) and
scale factor (d) as functions of image number.
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After image registration, the RMS residual was very close to this level. In the case with no
prescribed displacement, the benefits of image registration were small (as expected). This result
confirms that acquisition noise is about 0.1 % of the dynamic range.

When there were camera motions and automatic return between each acquisition (from images
20 to 99), the initial RMS residuals increased to reach a level up to 0.4 % of the dynamic range.
This RMS change indicated that there was a difference between the reference image and the
following ones. After spatial image registration, the RMS residual returned to the minimum level
for images 1 to 99, thereby indicating that spatial registration was successful. The measured
translations, rotation and scaling are plotted as functions of image number in Fig. 4(b-d). It is
worth noting that non-zero displacement amplitudes were found not only for images 20 to 99
but also for images 1 to 19 for which no camera translations were prescribed. The measured
displacements between each acquisition gave access to the measurement uncertainties associated
with the whole optical setup and registration algorithm. The observed displacements were mainly
due to translations since the rotation angle was equal to 0 on average with a standard deviation of
0.001◦, and the scaling factor was equal to 1 with a negligible standard deviation. The measured
translation amplitudes indicated that a drift occurred between the silica sample and the camera
throughout the acquisition sequence. Image registration using digital image correlation principles
made it possible to correct such displacement drift even if its amplitude was less than one pixel.

All these measurements indicate that the lowest RMS residual in this configuration was
about 0.1 % of the dynamic range. Image changes that induce RMS residuals less than this
threshold cannot be detected. It was also shown that the automatic return to the reference

Fig. 5. Measurement results for the image set at low resolution (100 µm/pixel) to estimate
uncertainties. (a) RMS residual between the reference image 0 and all images of the set
before correction and after image registration. Measured translations (b), rotations (c) and
scale factor (d) as functions of image number.
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position corresponding to images 20 to 99 was not perfect. After 70 acquisitions without image
registration, the displacement amplitude was greater than 1 pixel. To detect accurately damage
initiation and growth in this configuration of the MELBA setup and consequently with the MDCC
system, an efficient sub-pixel image registration method was needed to account for such small
kinematic drifts [8].

In order to estimate the minimum reachable RMS residual at MDCC resolution (100 µm/pixel),
a binning with a factor 15 was applied to the image set acquired at high resolution. Low resolution
images were registered using the same registration code. At this resolution, the lowest RMS
residual was ca. 0.02 % of the dynamic range (Fig. 5(a)). For images 20 to 99, the registrations
lowered the residuals but their level did not reach that of acquisition noise. This difference was
due to the pixel displacement amplitudes that became 15 times smaller for low resolution images
than for high resolution images.

The measured displacements on low resolution images were in agreement with those obtained
on high resolution images. Despite low resolution images, the translation and scale levels between
acquisitions were well estimated (Fig. 5(b,d)). However, the measured rotation fluctuation at low
resolution (Fig. 5(c)) was twice that at high resolution (Fig. 4(c)).

4. Displacement corrections

In order to further check the effectiveness of the sub-pixel resolution of the registration algorithm,
another image set was acquired with prescribed translations along the horizontal, vertical and
longitudinal axis. Displacements between images were selected as follows:

• Images 0 to 9: Horizontal translation of 30 µm.

• Images 10 to 19: Vertical translation of 40 µm.

• Images 20 to 99: Longitudinal translation every 10 images. This displacement blurs
images when longitudinal translations are greater than the depth of field.

The results of high resolution image registration are shown in Fig. 6. For this image set, the
initial RMS residuals were greater than 1 % of the dynamic range. After registration of the
first 30 images, the RMS residual was very close to the minimum level. For these images, the
displacements were very well corrected and the registered images were nearly identical to the
reference (up to acquisition noise). For the following images, the RMS residuals after registration
were lower than their initial levels, but greater than the baseline. After each longitudinal
displacement step, the residuals increased. The longitudinal displacement step was chosen to be
about one half of the camera depth of field. As a consequence, the markers began to be blurred
after image 30 when the depth of field was reached.

The measured translations for images 0 to 19 were consistent with the prescribed displacements.
As rotations about the optical axis were not performed, the measured rotation angle was equal to
0 with a standard deviation of 0.002◦ (Fig. 6(c)), which is twice that reported earlier (Fig. 4(c))
for the same image resolution. This higher uncertainty in the rotation measurement appears to
stem from the fact that the images used for the present study began to be blurred from image
number 30 on. As the images became less sharp, the contrast of the markers used for image
registration decreased. As a result, the accuracy of rotation measurements was reduced but was
still low.

The measured scaling factor was equal to 1 before image 20 and increased every 10 images
from images 20 to 99 (Fig. 6(d)). A consequence of prescribing longitudinal displacements was
the measurement of horizontal and vertical translations (Fig. 6(b)). These motions were due to
misalignment between the optical axis of the camera and the normal to the sample surface.

Displacements on low resolution images of this set were also measured. The estimated
translations at high resolution are plotted as functions of those at low resolution in Fig. 7. The
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Fig. 6. Displacement measurements for an image set with a resolution of 6.5 µm/pixel.
(a) RMS residuals before correction and after image registration. Measured translations (b),
rotations (c) and scale factor (d) as functions of image number.

expected factor 15 between the two resolutions was nearly obtained (i.e., 6.5 µm/pixel and
100 µm/pixel). Higher uncertainties were observed for y translations than for x translations
between high and low resolutions due to smaller amplitudes in the y-direction. These results

Fig. 7. Measured x (a) and y (b) translations at high resolution as functions of measured
translations at low resolution. The measured slopes are about 15 as expected from the
resolution change.
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confirmed that the registration algorithm was effective to correct for displacements between
images with sub-pixel resolution by performing the residual minimization on the four corners
that contained markers.

5. Damage detection and quantification

In order to estimate the minimum diameter of damage sites that can be detected, a series of
ultraviolet laser shots was performed on the fused silica sample. Images of the sample surface
were acquired after each laser shot. Lighting conditions were the same as those used for the
quantification of uncertainties. The reference image was that of the sample before the initiation
shot. The acquisition procedure was the same as the sequence described previously (images 20 to
99), namely, an image of the sample surface was acquired, then the camera was moved to allow
the laser to irradiate the sample. After each laser shot, an automatic return to the initial position
was applied to the camera. A new image of the sample was acquired.

Between images 0 and 1, three (initiation) laser shots were performed to initiate 29 laser-induced
damage sites. The damage diameter was estimated on high resolution (thresholded) images. The
threshold was chosen to be slightly higher than the acquisition noise level (i.e., 2 gray levels). The
acquisition noise level is defined as the intensity fluctuation due to the acquisition system. The
noise level for the high resolution images was estimated on a 100 × 100-pixel undamaged area
in the reference image. The mean value was 0.95 gray level and its standard deviation 0.21 gray
level. The equivalent diameter is that of a disk that has the same area as the damage site. Sixteen
damage sites had an equivalent diameter less than 50 µm, 10 sites an equivalent diameter ranging
from 50 µm to 100 µm, and 3 sites an equivalent diameter greater than 100 µm. After image 1,
the laser beam was used for the growth sequence. The corresponding mean fluences are reported
in Fig. 8. The fluence level was gradually increased to reach a maximum mean of about 8 J/cm2,
which is representative of fluences that may hit the final optics of high energy laser facilities [28].

5.1. Damage initiation

The RMS residuals at high and low image resolutions are shown in Fig. 8. The initial levels
depended on displacement, damage initiation and growth, as well as acquisition noise. After
image registration, the corresponding residual was no longer due to displacements but only to
damage and acquisition noise. At the resolution of 6.5 µm/pixel, the RMS residual corresponding
to acquisition noise was 0.1 % of the dynamic range. After image registration, the RMS residual
corresponding to the initially damaged sample was about 0.25 % of dynamic range at high and

Fig. 8. Mean fluence of the shots inducing damage initiation and growth. RMS residuals
obtained before and after image registration and laser beam fluence (a) at high resolution
(6.5 µm/pixel) and (b) low resolution (100 µm/pixel).
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low resolutions. This value was greater than the threshold corresponding to acquisition noise.
The global residual indicated that the initiation sequence was detected at both resolutions.

Figure 9(a) shows the cumulative number of detected damage sites after initiation at high
and low resolutions. The number at high resolution was considered as the reference. The
smallest detected damage site at low resolution had an equivalent diameter of 53 µm. When
the diameter of a damage site was greater than 100 µm, all initiated damage sites were detected
at low resolution, whereas no damage site out of 16 was detected when its diameter was less
than 50 µm. When the diameter varied from 50 µm to 100 µm, 8 sites out of 10 were detected
(Fig. 9(b)). The smallest diameter detectable at low resolution was about 50 µm. This value is
close to the detection performance announced to be at least 30 µm for FODI [6].

Fig. 9. (a) Cumulative number of initiated damage sites detected at high and low resolutions
as function of damage site diameter. (b) Number of initiated damage sites detected at high
and low resolutions as functions of damage site diameter.

5.2. Damage growth

Among the 29 initiated damage sites, 4 sites grew during the growth sequence (Fig. 10).

Fig. 10. Acquired images of the sample at high resolution (a) before damage growth (# 000)
and (b) after the last laser shot (# 110). Four damage sites grew during the growth sequence
(see Visualization 1).

The equivalent diameters of each growing site at low and high resolutions were measured
(Fig. 11). The four damage sites grew after a different number of laser shots. It was observed
that the diameters at high resolution related to damage growth before those at low resolution.
The average delay of damage growth detection at high and low resolutions was about 1 laser shot
for fluences varying between 6 and 8 J/cm2. In addition to this delay, the measured diameter at
low resolution was overestimated compared to high resolution results for diameters less than

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.14754888
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300 µm. The growth rate at low resolution was different from that at high resolution since some
false plateaus occurred.

Fig. 11. RMS registration residual (% of dynamic range) measured on 45 × 45-pixel areas
centered about the four growing damage sites (a-d) at high resolution (dotted black line
with black square markers) and on the corresponding area at low resolution (dotted black
line with black triangles) as functions of shot number. Changes of equivalent diameters
(in µm) of damage sites at high resolution (red dotted line with red square markers) and at
low resolution (red dotted line with red triangles). The blue vertical lines indicate the first
laser shot where damage growth was detected using each criterion. (e) Shot numbers of
first damage growth detection for the four sites and for each growth indicator. The detection
threshold for the measured diameters was a variation between two successive acquisitions
greater than 6 µm. For the RMS registration residuals, the detection threshold was a variation
between two successive acquisitions greater than 0.1 % of dynamic range corresponding to
acquisition noise.
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The Pearson coefficient measures the correlation between two data sets [29,30]. This coefficient
was assessed between the four growth indicators (i.e., diameter at high and low image resolutions
and registration residual at both resolutions) for the four growing damage sites. The correlation
coefficient between the growth indicators was measured on the laser shot intervals shown in
Fig. 11. These intervals were chosen to include the onset of damage growth. The Pearson
correlation coefficient between low and high resolution diameters was equal to 0.927 on average
for the four growing sites (Table 3). Thus the diameter at low resolution was not a perfect
indicator for damage growth when the damage site was smaller than 300 µm in diameter.

Table 3. Pearson correlation coefficients measured between different
indicators used to detect laser damage growth. The strongest correlation is
between the measured damage diameter at 6.5 µm/pixel and RMS residual at
the same resolution. The lowest correlation is between measured damage

diameters at 6.5 µm/pixel and 100 µm/pixel resolutions.

Correlated quantities Site (a) Site (b) Site (c) Site (d) Mean

Diameter @6.5 µm/pixel
0.873 0.933 0.967 0.933 0.927

and diameter @100 µm/pixel

Diameter @6.5 µm/pixel
0.995 0.997 0.998 0.995 0.996

and RMS residual @6.5 µm/pixel

Diameter @6.5 µm/pixel
0.959 0.989 0.976 0.968 0.973

and RMS residual @100 µm/pixel

RMS residual @6.5 µm/pixel
0.980 0.988 0.987 0.986 0.985

and RMS residual @100 µm/pixel

As images were registered, it was possible to analyze gray level variations of each pixel
between each laser shot. The RMS residuals were measured on 45 × 45-pixel areas centered
about each damage site at high resolution and on the corresponding 3 × 3-pixel areas at low
resolution (Fig. 11). The Pearson correlation coefficient between measured diameters and RMS
residuals at high resolution was equal to 0.996 on average (Table 3). This high level establishes
a strong link between damage growth and high resolution RMS residuals. This value was not
exactly one because RMS residuals contained not only damage information but also gray level
variations of pixels belonging to a damage site. As shown in Fig. 11, damage growth was detected
on RMS residuals at high resolution "1.25 laser shot" (on average) prior to similar detection at
low resolution.

The Pearson coefficient between measured diameters at high resolution and RMS residuals at
low resolution was about 0.973 (Table 3). This correlation level validates the link between damage
growth and low resolution RMS residuals. The Pearson coefficient between low resolution RMS
residuals and high resolution damage diameters was higher than that between low and high
resolution damage diameters. It thus is better to use low resolution RMS residuals than low
resolution damage diameters to detect efficiently damage growth. It is worth noting that there
was no delay between the onset of damage growth observed on the measured diameters at high
resolution and on the RMS residuals at low resolution. Hence, damage growth measurement via
RMS residuals at low resolution was at least as effective as damage diameter measurement at
high resolution.

The best indicator for damage growth between the four presented cases was the RMS residual
at high resolution. With that indicator, it was possible to detect variations of damage diameters
less than 9 µm (Table 4). The smallest variations of damage diameter were provided for each
growth indicator by calculating the damage variation measured with high resolution images at
the laser shot where damage growth was observed with each indicator. The worst indicator
was the measured diameter with the resolution of 100 µm/pixel. The smallest damage variation
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observable with this indicator was 15 µm. The measured diameters at 6.5 µm/pixel resolution
were as efficient as the RMS residuals at 100 µm/pixel with the smallest detectable damage
diameter variation of 9 µm.

Table 4. Smallest diameter variation observed for each damage site with
the measured diameter at 6.5 µm/pixel and 100 µm/pixel, the RMS residual at

6.5 µm/pixel and 100 µm/pixel.

Damage growth indicator Site (a) Site (b) Site (c) Site (d) Mean

Diameter @6.5 µm/pixel 8 µm 11 µm 7 µm 8 µm 9 µm

Diameter @100 µm/pixel 8 µm 11 µm 7 µm 34 µm 15 µm

RMS residual @6.5 µm/pixel <8 µm <11 µm <7 µm <8 µm <9 µm

RMS residual @100 µm/pixel 8 µm 11 µm 7 µm 8 µm 9 µm

6. Conclusion

For the first time, a highly instrumented laser setup was used to quantify the effectiveness of a new
damage growth indicator based on registration residual fields. This indicator probes the quality
of sub-pixel image registration (i.e., offsets to the gray level conservation). The displacement
estimation used for this registration was sufficiently robust by using no more than 15% of the full
image surface and a rather low contrast, which were well below what is classically encountered
in digital image correlation applications.

Two image resolutions were compared to detect damage initiation and growth. High resolution
images were used as ground truth. The low image resolution corresponded to those of imaging
systems used in high energy laser facilities such as NIF, SG-III and LMJ. At low image resolution,
it was shown that the smallest initiated damage site that could be detected using the RMS
registration residual was about 50 µm (i.e., half of the image resolution). This value is close to
the detection performance reported for FODI (at NIF).

Further, it was shown that the registration residual could be used as an efficient laser damage
growth indicator since it outperformed the widely used diameter measurement at both resolutions.
After image registration and using the registration residual as damage growth indicator, it was
possible to detect 9 µm damage diameter variations at the resolution of 100 µm/pixel. This
damage diameter variation was validated with the measurements at 6.5 µm/pixel resolution, and
with the RMS registration residuals at 100 µm/pixel resolution. Yet, it was not detectable when
measuring diameters at 100 µm/pixel resolution.

These results pave the way toward a novel and more sensitive approach for detecting the
initiation and growth of laser damage sites. The registration residuals were a powerful tool to
capture the onset of damage growth in accordance with the needs of fusion scale high energy
laser systems. The registration residual also provided improved resolution and allowed damage
sites to be detected when smaller than the size of a single pixel of the imaging system. Even
though applied to the monitoring of laser-induced damage, the proposed indicator may be utilized
in other situations in which damage is suspected to occur.
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